Idea Reader - 125KHz RFID Reader for Long range Industrial Application
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DAILY RFID has newly unveiled 125KHz Long Range RFID Reader (Idea Reader). The long-distance identification function and ease of use features make it ideal for Industrial Application.

The low-cost LF RFID Reader(Idea Reader) provides high performance. And it is compatible with LF RFID chips such as I-CODE, Mifare-One S50. With accurate identification ability, this Idea Reader RFID Reader has a long read range up to 100cm.

The 125KHz long range RFID reader can be easily installed for indoor or outdoor use. And it has a Two-LED indication for standby search and data communications to make it easy to use.

In addition, this 125KHz LF RFID Reader (Idea Reader) can produce a robust RFID solution for access control since its long read range and full-range output interface options. It is ideal for long range access control application, such as personal identification, hands-free logistic and employee attendance tracking.


About DAILY RFID CO.,LIMITED
DAILY RFID CO.,LIMITED ( http://www.rfid-in-china.com ), which belongs to PAN Group Co., ltd, is the leading company focusing on the research and development of EPC & RFID technology in China.

DAILY RFID specialize in producing arguably the world's most extensive line of RFID Tag,RFID Label,Smart Card and RFID Reader, which are suitable for any vertical markets, and have obtained the National Integrated Circuit Card Register Certificate, IC Card Manufacture License and ISO9001 Quality Management System Certification. We also provide customized Tracking solutions for IT Assets, People and Products. And we own a factory covering an area of 26,000 square meters.

For more information: http://www.rfid-in-china.com/